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Curfew Diaries

Global oil prices have recorded a noticeable decline to 
levels that haven’t been seen since 2002. The fall is due 
to the collapse in demand as a result of the global pan-

demic and economic shutdown. At the same time, equity mar-
kets around the world have suffered historic losses amid 
intense selling linked to the coronavirus pandemic. Central 
banks in many countries decided to cut interest rates on the 
hope that this move will reduce the cost of borrowing, 
encouraging spending, and boosting the economy. 

Naturally, investors fear that the global pandemic will 
destroy economic growth, despite government measures to 
halt the downturn. 

The coronavirus, which has spread to more than a hundred 
countries, has created a state of fear of rapid spread, which 
led to the collapse of the global economy including oil mar-
kets. Also, ambiguity in the effect complicates future estimates 
and predictions on how and when the disaster will be over. 
Some analysts have warned that markets may fluctuate until 
the pandemic is contained because the economic and social 
implications are many and multiple.  

I think the world will not be able to fully understand the 
impacts of this situation until long into the future. It is only 
natural for economists today to fear how long this virus will 
last, especially in the major industrialized countries. 

A report published by the American Center for Strategic 
and International Studies in November 2019, emphasized a 

growing recognition of the need for a stronger and coherent 
approach to health security. It called on the US administration 
to adopt a preventive policy against epidemics, their protec-
tion, and resilience. 

The oil sector is not the only field affected. Finance, avia-
tion, retail, service and the food industry as well as many other 
sectors have had to cancel business, cut staff and wages, and 
move to emergency measures. Many countries of the world 
have taken strict measures, including strict ban and closure on 
countries and capitals, which led to a complete cessation of 
industrial production giants. 

Some have however seen remarkable growth. Some stores 
and online delivery services recorded significant growth, with 
consumers staying home and storing goods, with continued 
warnings about the importance of household isolation and the 
growing epidemic. 

Despite attempts to contain the spread of the virus so far, 
in addition to tightening quarantine measures, it is necessary 
to develop scenarios that anticipate the worst scenario with 
regard to the repercussions of the “corona crisis” on the glob-
al economy and the energy market in particular. And this 
should be especially focused on making sure people can eat, 
pay rent and survive - not just cutting salaries and laying off 
staff and leaving them to starve to death.  

Some experts considered that the global economy may be 
subjected to violent shocks due to the effects of the coron-
avirus on the global economy due to increased travel restric-
tions, reduced oil demand, decreased production and sales of 
cars, and reduced spending on tourism. Most governments in 
the industrialized and Gulf countries also started pumping 
money. But, there is a limit to the amount of money that gov-
ernments can allocate, especially whose income depends on 
exporting oil. Businesses also need to share the burden, to 
support their employees in hard times just as they benefit 
from employees in good times. 
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One of the biggest debates raging among parents of 
students in private schools these days is whether 
to go for e-learning or wait till schools reopen. 

There are many unanswered questions and it is not an 
easy decision. E-learning offers many benefits and oppor-
tunities, especially for older children who can self-manage 
and self-direct. But for younger children, families with 
multiple children, families with newborn babies or parents 
who work full time, the benefits of e-learning may be out-
weighed by the stress and challenges it presents. 
Moreover it’s unclear how well younger kids will internal-
ize concepts learned via e-learning.  

So we’re stuck with two options – neither of them ideal 
and not much assurance of what to do. Some of us will go 
for the e-learning rather than wait till schools reopen and 
do the best we can. That is the option my family will likely 
choose.  

Like everything else about this pandemic, the e-learning 
will be an experiment. While I’m pretty sure my sixth grader 
can manage, I’m not confident my third grader will acquire 
all the skills and knowledge she needs via e-learning.  

At the same time, providing access to learning – even if 
it’s just the core skills needed to progress is invaluable, 
especially during a time of upheaval. In previous periods of 
human history, when pandemics and epidemics leveled 
entire continents, children would have lost all opportunity 
to study and learn and societies might enter periods of 
decline. 

My kids also do loads of other non-academic learning. 
They cook and have household chores. They draw, paint, 
knit and crochet, loom and build legos. They play puzzles 
and dress up and imaginative games. They play basketball 
and jump rope. They are, in short, spending a lot of this stay 
at home time playing and being children. Spending a few 
hours a day learning math, writing and reading can only 
supplement all the learning that is taking place and hopeful-
ly not add too much stress and anxiety to our days.  

Our children may have to repeat in the fall what they 
should have learned this spring. They may not get every-
thing they need via e-learning and what they do get may 
not be deep enough or internalized enough to take root. But 
as with most experiments, there is value simply in the trying. 
We don’t know how well this will work, what challenges it 
may present, what successes or failures will result. But we 
won’t know unless we embark on the experiment. 

The e-learning 
experiment

A couple of days ago when I returned from work, I saw a 
notice from the landlord pasted on the wall near the eleva-
tors of the building where I live. It said due to the current 

situation, tenants of the building have been granted a discount of 
KD 50 on the rent due for the month of April. This was good news, 
although some people I know had their rent completely waived for 
April, while messages circulating online say some real estate com-
panies have waived the rent for the next three months. 

Residents of many buildings have been encouraged by these 
reports and have petitioned their landlords to relieve them of 
their dues. My neighbor too called me to tell me that although 
the KD 50 discount was a good gesture, the landlord had earlier 
promised a tenant that he would waive 50 percent of the rent, so 
residents of the building will now collectively ask him to com-
pletely waive the rent for this month. He added if the landlord 
doesn’t agree, we will settle for the 50 percent discount.  

Other landlords though have not been so generous - a col-
league said her landlord refused outright to provide any rent 
relief, retorting that he wasn’t running a charity. One can under-
stand that landlords have a lot of overheads - loan repayments, 
maintenance, electricity and water charges (if included in the 

rent), salaries of the haris and cleaners, etc. But these expenses 
make up a small portion of the rental value, and now that banks 
have agreed to defer loan repayments for six months, landlords 
and real estate companies can afford to waive the rent or collect 
a nominal amount to cover their expenses.  

The scale and destruction wrought by the coronavirus out-
break is unprecedented in modern history, with nearly every 
country affected. Nearly all commercial flights have been 
grounded, and economies have ground to a halt. Millions have 
been left jobless or without pay, with no end in sight to this glob-
al scourge. Kuwait is a microcosm of what is happening around 
the world and is no exception.  

For many people who haven’t been paid yet or won’t be paid, 
the new month has brought a lot of new worries. So although it 
may seem opportunistic for those who have received full salaries 
in March to ask for rent relief, my neighbor reasoned that these 
people may get partial or no salaries at the end of April, which is 
a possibility given the lengthy shutdown, and it is wise to hold on 
to the money. This seems like a valid argument, as the future is 
uncertain, and layoffs are likely.  

At the end of it all, we will look back at the coronavirus pan-
demic - if we live to tell the tale - as a surreal, dystopian era that 
brought out the best and worst in us. If we cannot control what 
is happening around us, the least we can do is behave responsi-
bly and charitably, which means staying at home, following 
instructions, refraining from panic buying and hoarding, and if 
we happen to be landlords, reducing or waiving the rent. 
Spreading cheer - and not the virus or worries - is the need of 
the hour.   
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